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Enable Backoffice System allows you to track 
inventory in real-time mode which gives you 
immediate information on things like gross margin, 
retails, pricing errors, etc. Issues with receiving, cost 
changes etc. can be managed more efficiently.

Increase Your Gross Margin

Enable Backoffice System allows you to track 
inventory, shrink and gross margins at individual or 
multiple locations. This feature gives you the ability 
to view information on each store from one central 
office.

Manage Multiple Locations

Enable Backoffice System has the ability to interface 
with multiple POS systems. This allows you to 
upload price changes, managed promotions, 
manage inventory, upload sale pricing by date and 
track sales information.

Multiple P.O.S. Interfaces 

Enable Backoffice System gives you the detailed 
information to help you identify store shrink, while 
maintaining desired inventory levels by tracking 
every item in your store. This allows you to manage 
this information which in turn will give you greater 
profits through reduced shrinkage.

Reduce Store Shrinkage

Studies have shown that backroom scanning and 
price control can lead to 4% or more of increased 
profit on sales by reducing mistakes as compared 
to a manual system. Enable Backoffice System will 
increase your stores bottom line.

Some Key Features

Improves efficiency & accuracy
Real-time backroom inventory
Promotions
Easy to use
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Our Mobile Inventory application can be accessed from certain tablets. 
This allows you another option for mobility and ease of use when 
working with your inventory on the store floor. Changing prices, 
receiving products, and doing actual counts can all be done directly on 
the tablet.

The Mobile Dashboard allows managers to see how their stores are The Mobile Dashboard allows managers to see how their stores are 
performing from day-to-day, allowing them to focus in on problem areas 
and make changes that equal a greater bottom line profit.

Mobile Dashboard

The barcode printer gives managers the ability to print shelf tags 
in-store, which helps them keep the right products in the right place at 
the right price. Anytime you do inventory price maintenance with the 
handheld device, shelf tags are printed onto label stock for those items. 
Shelf tags can be configured to print barcodes, descriptions, prices and 
vendor part numbers.

Barcode printer prints barcode labels and shelf tags.

Barcode Printer

Using a tablet with a handheld scanner, receiving invoices are created 
at the store level by entering a Vendor ID and Invoice Number while 
scanning in products received in real-time. You can also utilize the 
tablet/handheld scanner to count store inventory in real-time to update 
quantities on items for shrink information. Using the tablet/handheld 
scanner to do item maintenance is simple, and it means your quantities, 
pricing, and descriptions are always up to date, at all times. This means 
that you now have real-time control of your inventorthat you now have real-time control of your inventory.

Wireless Tablet with Scanner

Enable EDI Module is used to process Electronic Invoices (from 
participating suppliers) to easily get new items, quantities, costs and 
retails into the system. It also interfaces with multiple grocery and 
hardware suppliers.

VVendor EDI Interface: Each time you receive an electronic invoice from 
an approved EDI vendor, all quantities, costs and retails are updated in 
a matter of minutes, once you have verified order accuracy. If items are 
not found in current inventory, they will be automatically added.

Receiving/EDI Module
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